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Dear reader,

In 1986 we presented the very first JENZ 
waste fragmentiser, the AZ 30–80 Z power 
takeoff machine. The development of this 
shredder was connected with the start of 
separate collection of garden waste across 
the country. This separately-collected 
material then had to be processed so that 
a shredded material for the creation of 
high-quality compost could be produced. 

Not much has changed over the last 30 years 
in terms of the actual process used. However, 
deployment in the biogas facility sector has 
been added as a new application area for 
our shredders over the last few years. The 
objective here is to prepare the tough source 
material for the digester so that the bacteria 
have a larger contact surface to attack so 
that the fermentation process in the digester 
is accelerated. 

More than ever biomass producers current-
ly need to be able to adapt to constantly 
changing boundary conditions on the 
biomass market. Our biomass processors are 
ideal here and at home in different areas of 
application. In addition to composting, bio-
mass fuels can also be produced for heating 
power plants.

In our current brochure you will find our new 
BA 916 D which is the innovative develop-
ment of the previous BA 915 D. A real ben-
efit- particularly for the user- is the easy2 
control system in combination with assis-
tance systems which are implemented for the 
first time in a shredder. The new easy2CON-
NECT radio remote control and a professional 
tool system simplify and support daily tasks 
for the machine operator. In a nutshell: the 
new shredder presents itself as technically 
sophisticated and perfectly adapted to the 
operator at the same time.

Through the exchange of the BA 915 D the 
product range of JENZ biomass processors 
further includes four machine types. With 
drive powers ranging from 300 hp to 776 hp 
and different types of options, the machines 
are suitable for almost all areas of biomass 
use. JENZ shredders are real multi-talents - 
convince yourself! The following pages will 
give you an overview of our current portfolio.

Your

Dipl. Oec. Uwe Hempen-Hermeier 
Managing Partner
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Applications

Transport of 
landscaping
cuttings

Landscaping 
cuttings

Screening

Heat and power

Compost

Coarse fraction

Fragmentisation 
using a BA

Example: Landscaping cuttings

Transport of 
garden cuttings

Garden cuttings CompostFragmentisation 
using a BA

Example: Garden cuttings

Harvest and transport Maize silage/
dung

Biogas production

Heat and power

Fragmentisation 
using a BA

Example: Raw materials for biogas facilities

Whether its garden cuttings, scrap wood, 
roots or biogas substrates – the JENZ 
biomass processor deployment sites are 
extremely varied. 

The machines create output material which 
can be used in large heating installations 
when processing garden cuttings and  
organic waste. Depending on their design, 
other processing stages (screening, re- 
crushing) can also be necessary beforehand. 

If a root wood is processed, the machines in 
the BA 725 D and 965 D series are fitted with 
fixed easycut tools. Fragmentisation takes 
place at a rotor speed of around 500 rpm. 
This speed can be preselected using the 
“TWIN gear” option. 

A finely-fragmentised substrate is required 
for biogas facilities in order to achieve the 
highest-possible biogas yield. The material 
is therefore fragmentised using a biomass 
processor in the initial process stage so that 
the material flow and gas formation in the 
facility are considerably accelerated. The 
substrate can be stirred better and ensures 
quicker gas formation. The rotor rotates at 
1000 rpm and is fitted with fixed easycut 
flails and freely-swinging easyfit flails. This 
enables waste products such as manure to 
be shredded. Maize silage and sugar beet is 
actually ground due to the rotating rotor on 
the screen basket and friction floor.

Clearing of 
roottock using the 
R 900 (“infloor”)

Pre-shredding  
alternatively using 
the Woodcracker 
W 1350(“onfloor”) Fine fraction

Transport to biomass 
heat and power plant

Fine fragmentisation 
using a BA

Screening

Example: Root wood

Heat and power



BA 615 D BA 916 D BA 965 DXL BA 725 D

Performance potential

  

Bark  

  

Roots  
 
( )*

 
( )*

Equipment

Load dependent infeed control GFA GFA IBC
IBC

(optional)

Control system easy2 easy2 easygreen easygreen

Hydraulic propulsion drive

Draw-in
Draw-in width (mm) 1200 1500 1620 1500

Draw-in height (mm) 615 900 960 820

Free loading length (mm) 3800 4400 8000 4700

Fragmentation unit
Rotor diameter (mm) 820 1040 1120 1040

Number of flails 16 32 42 38

Conveyor outfeed
Drop height from (mm) 3080 4380 4600 4600

Main drive
Standard diesel motor (kW/hp) CAT 

C7.1 (225/306)
Mercedes-Benz 
OM 471 LA (390/530)

CAT 
C18 (571/776)

Mercedes-Benz 
OM 471 LA (390/530)  
OM 473 LA (460/625) opt.

Weight
Weight/basic design approx. (in kg) 11500 19000 28000 21700

*not for permanent use                      Option                  GFA – Grinder Feed Assistant                  IBC – Intelligent Bite Control

Garden 
cuttings

Scrap 
wood
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Mobile biomass processor 
for composting and biogas plants
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Drop height: 
3.08 m

Optional: 
3.70 m

9.72 m
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BA 615 D

The small powerful one

This compact, light shredder is com-
pletely new in the BA family. Whether 
propulsion drive, reversing radiator fan 
or remote radio control, this machine 
leaves nothing to be desired. This entry 
machine is completely at home with 
garden cuttings, light structural timber 
in addition to dung, compost and 
silage. The low infeed height enables 
clear and comfortable feeding of the 
machine even using small loading vehi-
cles. The aggressive draw-in is automat-
ically controlled and keeps the engine 
load consistent, which means that the 
driver can completely concentrate on 
feeding. The IPS foreign body detection 
system protects the machines against 
unplanned breakdowns, and the online 
diagnosis helps to keep service costs 
insignificantly low. Compact, smart, 
efficient.



Mobile biomass processor 
for composting and biogas plants
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Free loading length: 3.80 m

Infeed height: 
1.86 m

9.72 m

11.5 t
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BA 615 D

1   Aggressive draw-in with 
615 mm infeed height

2   LED working lights for 
working in the darkness

3   Simple main drive via 
the Caterpillar C7.1 
with 225 kW (306 hp), 
Power-Eco mode

4   Reversing fan for reducing 
maintenance costs

5   Hydraulic engine com-
partment cover for 
ergonomic maintenance 
position 

6   Lowerable outfeed belt 
for simple tool changeover 

 7   Intelligent load-depend-
ent infeed control GFA 
(Grinder Feed Assistant) 
with foreign body detec-
tion (IPS) 

8   Propulsion drive 
via remote control

Have a look at the video “BA 615 D”.
Just click the YouTube button. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KVO6Y-rhAeQ
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Operating position: 11,75 m total length           Transport position: 10,40 m (overall combination length with 3-axle HGV less than 18.75 m)

Drop height: 
4,38 m

+ + NEW + +

• Stage V motor generation

• Innovative easy2 controller

• Unique driver assistance systems

• High-speed draw-in

• Professional tool system 

Mobile biomass processor 
for composting and biogas plants

2 7 73
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BA 916 D

New easy2CONNECT 
radio remote control 
 
• Active status feedback  
 via display
• Integrated loading tray  
 on the machine
•  Additional loading tray  
 for wheeled loading vehicle

Unique driver  
assistance systems

• Setup/dismantling assistant
• Intelligent load dependent  
 infeed control GFA 
• Maintenance assistant
• Programmable shredder  
 modes, factory pre-set
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Operating position: 11,75 m total length           Transport position: 10,40 m (overall combination length with 3-axle HGV less than 18.75 m)

Infeed height: 
2 m

Free loading length: 4,40 m

Optional
extension 
to 5 m

19 t

1  In direction of travel  
 left: fuel- (550 l) and 
 AdBlue Tank (60 l)

 2  More aggressive draw-in  
 with speed function and  
 variable preload pressure  
 of the top roller

3  LED status lights on   
 engine compartment cover  
 show machine status from  
 a distance 

4   Single main drive (530 hp) 
via compact and robust 
high-performance belt

5   Selection: free-swinging 
or fixed tools extend the 
deployment

6  Simple replacement of  
 two-piece screen basket

7  Convenient maintenance  
 access with sideways-  
 swivelling outfeed belt  
 (Upgrade: Opening at  
 the push of a button) 

8  easy2 controller with   
 easy2HOTKEY-Box keypad  
 for fast machine operation  
 incl. online diagnosis  

9  Professional tool system: 
• swivelling toolbox for  

  direct access to tools and  
  spare parts
 • including compressed air  
  connection and screw- 
  driver and work lighting9
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Mobile biomass processor 
for composting and biogas plants
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BA 916 D

Have a look at the video “BA 916 D”.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v4_69HapZDs


Mobile biomass processor 
with exceptionally high power

16.23 m

Drop height: 
4.60 m
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BA 965 D/DXL

The powerhouse

776 hp and 3460 Nm – this performance 
data speaks for itself. The machine for 
the heaviest industrial deployments. This 
shredder stops at nothing whether garden 
cuttings, roots or scrap wood. The gener-
ously-dimensioned draw-in can easily be 
fed even with the largest loading vehicles. 
Service costs are reduced to a minimum 
thanks to online diagnosis, and the IPS 
foreign body detection system protects the 
machine against unplanned breakdowns 
even under the most difficult working con-
ditions. A genuine doer, in other words.

Have a look at the video “BA 965 D”.
Just click the YouTube button. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFWOAXvtaSg


Mobile biomass processor 
with exceptionally high power

28 t

Free loading length: 8 m

16.23 m

Infeed height: 
2.05 m
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BA 965 D/DXL

1   Transport possible using 
standard SZM without 
special approval 

 2   Heavy duty rotor for the 
hardest requirements

3   Aggressive draw-in with 
1620 x 960 mm (BxH) 
infeed opening 

4   Extra-long belt hopper in 
the DXL version for sim-
plified infeed with large 
wheeled loaders 

5   Strapping main drive with 
Caterpillar CAT C18 with 
776 hp, 3500 Nm or MTU 
OM 473 



Mobile biomass processor 
for all deployment areas

Drop height: 
4.60 m
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BA 725 D

The multi-talent 
with two engine speeds

Shredding and chipping with one 
machine. Low engine speed for coarse 
processing and a higher engine speed 
for fine processing all in one machine. 
The machine is protected using the IPS 
foreign body detection system even 
under the most difficult conditions. 
The COC certification makes regis-
tration easier and the service costs 
are reduced to a minimum thanks to 
online diagnosis. This multi talent 
can simply do anything – whether with 
fixed or freely-swinging tools.
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Mobile biomass processor 
for all deployment areas

Infeed height: 
2.18 m

Free loading length: 4.70 m

3

21.7 t
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BA 725 D

1   Variable deployment uses 
thanks to changing tool 
fittings

2   Variable deployment uses 
thanks to Twin-Gear drive 
with two engine speeds at 
full engine power

3   Optional short conveyor 
belt (no COC certification)

4   COC certification for sim-
ple registration through-
out Europe and increased 
resale opportunities

5   IPS impact protection 
system 

6   Strapping main drive 
with MTU OM 473 or 471

7  Tridem running gear

Have a look at the video “BA 725 D”.
Just click the YouTube button. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L1C5xoihCsA
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HammerHammer

Rotor coverHammer guard

easycut easyfit

easy system

easyguard easycover

Wear head

Wedge, 
easy chipflow

Blade

		for 35 mm and 50 mm hammer shafts
		one man assembly & easy maintenance 

with assembly tool
		considerably longer blade durability
		reduced fuel consumption
		higher throughput rate
	changeable wear head

brief facts

Arrangement of tools

Wear head

Wedge 100 mm, 
easy armored

Blade

Head CC

Head HK

Blade
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Arrangement of tools
BA
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www.jenz.de

Keep up to date and follow us:

You can also find detailed product information in our app:

And of course online at:

JENZ GmbH
Maschinen- und Fahrzeugbau
Wegholmer Str. 14 | D-32469 Petershagen
Tel.: +49 (0) 5704/9409-0
Fax: +49 (0) 5704/9409-47
E-Mail: info@jenz.de

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFWOAXvtaSg

